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Clinical Trial ① Subjects: 32 persons/ female / face
After 6 weeks of application, 94% subjects had an increase in lightness.

Brightening Effects

L value improved
at normal color area

Great ability to eliminate UV-induced free radicals
Suppression of Melanin Production
Verified an increase in skin lightness by clinical trial

L value improved
at Brown spot area
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Clinical Trial② Subjects:18 healthy Japanese females aged 34 to49
Area: Face The melanin index decreased intentionally on the 4 weeks.
The amount of the melanin granule has obviously
suppressed by adding Radical Sponge. It also
inhibits dendrite elongation.

1% Radical Sponge

Melanin synthesis is promoted by UVA irradiation
（2J/cm2） which causes pigmentation such as ephilides.
The treatment of melanin- producing cells with Radical
Sponge™ significantly reduced UVA-stimulated
melanin production.
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0.4mL gel that contained
1% Radical Sponge was
applied for whole face twice
a day at morning and at
night for 8 weeks.
Brightening effect was
evaluated by measuring
with color reader at 0, 4 and
8 weeks.
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Clinical Trial③ Subjects:18 healthy Japanese females aged 34 to 49
Area: Upper inner Arm Effects to pigmentation caused by UV exposure
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UV-induced free radicals is the main reason of pigmentation
It is well-known that skin surface which
exposed to UV rays occur free radicals(ROS).
The reason of Pigmentation caused by UV rays
is an increase of Melanin by Keratinocyte at
Basel layer of epidermis. It is effective to
eliminate the free radicals(ROS) to prevent
pigmentation by applying antioxidant ingredients.
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Youichi Terashima, M.D., (Avenue Clinic)

Hemoglobin Index
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Intracellar free radicals induced by UVA
irradiation were visualized with a free
radical- responsive fluorescent probe. The
addition of Radical Sponge™ markedly
reduced free radical density in HMV-II cells.

Sun Screen

Fullerene

（Physical protection）

Inhibition of Tyrosinase

（Free radical scavenge) （Enzyme Inhibition）

Pigmentation

ROS
Erythema

Melanogenesis

Fullerene is based on different approach compared to Sun care ingredients or Tyrosinase
inhibitor. It might expect the combination effect with these ingredients.

Radical Sponge is The Trademark on Vitamin C60 BioResearch Corporation, registered in Japan, and other countries. The products for formulating more than 1% of Radical
Sponge can be only allowed to use the name and logo of Radical Sponge.
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Radical Sponge

A gel containing Radical Sponge
was prepared and applied on the
face twice a day. Brightening
efficacy was evaluated by L
value* measurement (CR-13,
Minolta). Collaborative research with
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The amount of reactive oxygen species
has obviously decreased by adding
Radical Sponge™.

L value improved
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1% Radical Sponge®

The melanin index has significantly decreased by the
Radical Sponge mixing cream applying than the control.

To make tanning site, 1.5 MED(UVA+B) was exposed on the left upper inner arm. The vehicle and
1% Radical Sponge contained cream were applied on each tanning site twice a day at morning and
at night. Brightening effect was evaluated by measuring with color reader at 0, 4 and 8 weeks.
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